
A free mind-mapping tool. Used
to create this mind-map.

Write, cite, collaborate, and host
data. Receive a DOI for

documents and directly submit to
some journals. Templates for
some journals are available.

A real-time collaborative writing and
publishing tool, based on LATEX but

offering a Rich Text what-you-see-is-what-
you-get (WYSIWYG) overlay.

A permanent digital ID
linked to all your personal

information, reducing
time spent filling out

forms and keeping you
connected to your body

of work.

Post video abstracts
summarising your papers.

Free and simple to use but with
limited design features.

Free, easy to use, and with added social
networking features.

A free tool to make all kinds of
stylish graphs.

Create presentations with
professional designer templates.

Spice up your presentations
with the zooming software,

now with 3D.

Manage references and cite
while you write feature.

Find, share, and manage papers. Article
recommendations are provided and you can

see whose reading what you're reading.

Find, read, manage, and cite references.

Safe, secure and easy to use
repositories. You can also control

access to your data.

The ultimate micro-blogging platforms.

The Facebook of the professional world. Find
contacts, read interesting content, keep your CV

up to date, join discussion groups, and more.

Track the attention your
research gets online.

Maximise the visibility of your
publications online.

Powerful desktop data
management software. The

first 150 hours are free.

Social networking and data
sharing features and
reference manager.

Design and share your
presentations online.

Create a free one-page stylish profile,
aggregating all your social media content.

Comes with a personalised domain name, i.e.
www.about.me/yourname.

Free and simple to use but
with limited templates.

Greater design features, but
at a cost ($12-17 pm).

Offers most flexibility but slightly
more complex to use and you will
have to pay for hosting ($46-100

per year).

Research
promotion

Social
networking

LinkedIn

Twitter

Weibo

Data sharing

ResearchGate Academia.edu
FrontiersIn

(Loop) MyScienceWork

Figshare
Dryad

Institutional
repository

Manage
references

Mendeley
ScienceOpen

CiteULike

Readcube
Zotero

EndNoteWeb

Graphing and
presentation toolsCoggle It

Infogr.am

SlideRocket

Prezi

Emaze

Collaborative
tools

Authorea

Overleaf

Data
management

DevonThink

BloggingInstitutional/departmental
press release

Youtube
Vimeo

Wordpress.com
Blogger

Tumblr

Medium

Analytics

Altmetric

Kudos

Orcid ID

Personal
website

About.me
GoogleSites

Yola

SquarespaceWeebly
Wix

Google scholar profile

Wordpress.org

Track citations to your publications, and
have them appear in Google Scholar

search results for your name.

*Publishers have different copyright policies, so you may be
restricted as to where you can distribute your non-open access
articles. Elsevier now offers Share Link, a personal, customized
short link that provides free access to your article for 50 days.

Create a press release to alert the
mainstream media. Consult your

institution's communications office
for professional advice, guidance
and support on press releases. Find, share, and collect open-access papers.

Follow other academics and promote your
work. Peer review articles; your peer-review
reports are linked with ORCID and published
with a Crossref DOI and best-practice XML
metadata for discovery across all systems.

Follow other academics, share your
publications*, join discussion groups, find

collaborators, and more.
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